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INTRODUCTION
The region affected by tire December 7,1988

Armenia (Spitak) earthquake included the cities of
Leninakan, Spitak, Kirovakan, and Stepanavan.
More than 700,000 people were affected. The
region is highly industrialized and contains
numerous light and heavy industrial facilities and
various power facilities including the 2-unit
Armenia nuclear power plant.

The industry of the area was devastated by
the earthquake. The Soviet authorities reported that
the earthquake caused major work stoppages in at
least 130 factories in the strongly shaken region
and that about 80% of the engineered structures in
Leninakan, a city with a population of about
290,000 people, were destroyed.

The effects to the power facilities of the
region were much less severe. Several substations
were damaged extensively. Two thermal power
plants were affected: one in Kirovakan and one in
Razdan. The damage was light.

The earthquake struck about 75 km north of
the two-unit Armenia nuclear power plant. Only
minor shaking and no damage occurred at the
plant.

In terms of human and economic loss the full
impact of the Armenia earthquake will not be
known for many months, although on February
20,1989, the Soviet press reported that property
losses amounted to over $16 billion. The financial
losses from business interruption and closing of
the Armenian nuclear power plant may double this
figure.

OVERVIEW OF SEISMOLOGY
On December 6,1988, a Richter magnitude

3.0 earthquake began the seismic sequence that
culminated the following day with the main
earthquake. The epicenter of the main event was

traced to 40.94l'N and 44.275*E, approximately
75 kilometers northwest of the Armenian capital of
Yerevan. The focus was estimated at 15
kilometers. Surface wave magnitude of the main
shock was 6.9, moment magnitude 6.8, and body
wave magnitude 6.2. Strong motion lasted about
30 seconds and was followed four minutes later by
an aftershock with a body wave magnitude of 5.8.

Armenian engineers estimate that peak
ground accelerations in Leninakan may have
reached 0.4g. The much stronger ground motion
generated in the Spitak area is comparable to the
0.5g to l.Og that was experienced in the Sylmar
area during the 1971 San Femando, California
earthquake.

EFFECTS ON CONVENTIONAL POWER
FACILITIES

The generalized electrical power grid of
Armenia is shown in the accompanying figure.
The map dates from about 1975. At least three 220
kV substations were located in the high intensity
area. One of these, in Leninakan, was examined.
Several 110 kV substations experienced extensive
damage; only one of these, in Nalband (the only
one shown in the figure), was visited, and another
was briefly observed in Spitak. Both suffered
severe damage. It was observed that control
electrical equipment that was anchored appeared to
be structurally undamaged, with no obviously
failed components such as relays. That was
particularly noticeable at the Nalband 110 kV
substation.

The Nalband Control Building, a one- and
two-story load-bearing masonry wall structure with
a concrete-frame and precast roof planks, collapsed
on the control equipment. Even then, much of the
equipment cabinets retained their shape and did not
appear to be substantially damaged. U.S. nuclear
industry has spent much time and energy testing
similar cabinets on shake tables. Their inherent
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strength under inertial seismic loads is well
illustrated by the earthquake. Other anchored
control equipment in the Nalband station that was
not impacted by collapsing debris appeared to be
structurally undamaged.

France, under the sponsorship of the French
earthquake engineering society and UNESCO, also
sent a team to Armenia. The team visited the
Kirovakan thermal power plant. The plant has four
natural-gas-fired units. Two units are rated at 12
MW, one is 25 MW, and one is 50 MW. The
plant experienced minor damage and tripped due to
relay actuation.

Piping throughout the visited facilities
generally performed well. Severe damage was
caused by collapsing buildings and other debris.
During our relatively brief visit no failures of
welded pipes were observed that were caused by
inertial loads only. A leak was found at the plant
which was caused by relative displacement of
supports. A flexible 200 mm main header moved
far enough to damage a stiff 60 mm branch line at
the connection. The damage was due to the
inertially induced displacement of the larger line
against the smaller branch line. The damage
reported by the French team at Kirovakan Chemical
Plant is typical.

THE ARMENIA NUCLEAR POWER
PLANT

Armenia Units 1 and 2 comprise the nuclear
facility at Oktembryan, about 90 kilometers south
of the epicenter. The units are in the Soviet V VER-
440 class; Unit 1 began operation in 1977, Unit 2
in 1980. Two planned 1,000 MW reactors for the
same site were cancelled recently. Officials
reported that the December 7, earthquake caused
neither scram nor damage at the plant, which
continued to operate.

Twenty-five percent of the power generated
by the Armenian nuclear plant was transmitted to
Georgia, which sold a portion of this to Turkey.
Operation of the plant had caused growth of a
working and residential community of
approximately 10,000 people around the site.

Armenia Plant Site Geology. Based on the
regional geologic map of Armenia, the plant site
appears to be located on a large field of flat-lying
Quaternary volcanic rocks.

The Unit 2 plant building itself is excavated
into hard basalt. A sand or soil layer that is about
10 feet thick is sandwiched between two basalt
layers in the foundation. Beneath the reactor shaft
this soil layer has been reinoved and replaced with
concrete. This is common engineering procedure
for construction of power plants of all kinds in
volcanic terrain.

Armenia Plant Response to the Earthquake. The
plant is equipped with three motion detectors in the
office building, chimney stack, and electric
substation - that are designed to activate at a peak
ground acceleration of 0.05g, which plant
engineers have correlated to shaking intensity
MSK-64 VI (MSK intensities are similar to
Modified Mercelli intensities used in the United
States). The reactors are programmed to scram and
shut down if two of the three detectors are
triggered. Intensity at the site was estimated in the
mid-V range and no triggering occurred.
However, vibration-reduction dampers connected
to equipment activated after 2.4 millimeters
displacement caused by the earthquake. The
horizontal peak ground acceleration at the facility
was reported at about 0.03g with amplified
building response at about 0.05g. Following the
earthquake, the plant was shut down for 48 hours
for a safety inspection. No significant damage was
found, and upon restart all systems functioned
normally.

The original seismic design of the plant was
based on MSK-64 intensity VII, which, during
design was upgraded to VIII as required for
important facilities in the Soviet Union. Following
the 1977 magnitude 7.2 Vrancea, Romania
earthquake that damaged the Kozloduy nuclear
plant on the Danube River in Bulgaria, the Soviets
began implementation of more rigorous seismic
design criteria for nuclear facilities in high
earthquake risk areas that include the Armenian
site. Criteria are based on two design basis
earthquakes, a 100-year event and a 10,000-year
event.

The criteria specify that equipment and
structures be segregated into three categories: I for
inventory essential to safe shutdown; II for
inventory generating power not directly critical to
the integrity of Category I equipment; and III for
inventory comprising all equipment not contained
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Armenia Nuclear Plant: From left to right, office building
(prccasl-concrete-framc), Unit 1 reactor building (concrete-
shear wall), Unit 1 turbine building (steel-frame with
precast-concrete facia).
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Armenia Nuclear Plant: Cross section of Main Building, Unit 2. Numbers identify seismic upgrades made following the 1976
Vrancea earthquake. 1 = steel tics; 2 = rcinforccd-concrcte wall; 3 = concrete base mai; 4 = sand fill; 5 = longitudinal concrete
rib; 6 = rcinforccd-concretc rig. (Drawing courtesy of the U.S. Department of Energy.)
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Armenia Nuclear Plant: Unit 2 control room. The panel
indicates that Unit 2 was operating at 392 MW, approxi-
mately 9(W( of original, new plant capacity, during U.S.
investigation two weeks after earthquake.

Armenia Nuclear Plant: Overhead seismic bracing of
electrical cabinetry and relay panels in control room area
of Unit 2. Original start-up of Unit 2 was delayed three
years while seismic modifications such as this were made.

Nalband Electric Substation: Equipment that apparently
remained in tact or had limited damage within collapsed
control building. Electrical control cabinet*; supporting
roof fragment.

lxninakan Electric Substation: Undamaged control equipment
and relay-board cabinets are welded to steel baseplates. Note
cracked rear wall of heavily damaged control house. The
equipment was npcralional when power was restored within
a lew flours to days following (lie earthquake.
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Standing remnant of precast concrete-frame shoe factory in
Lcninakan. It was reported that over 300 workers were
killed in the collapsed sections of this structure. The
framing illustrated here is typical for multi-story buildings.

Spitak Sugar Refinery: Precast-concrete and masonry fascia
were shaken out of the steel frames of most structures.
Frames, tanks, and piping are apparently undamaged.

Spitak Sugar Refinery: Toppled electrical cabinets and detail of base where two poorly executed plug welds (arrows) failed to
stabilize unit. Another cabinet (right) remained welded to its steel base-plate and was undamaged.
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in the first two categories. A retrofitting program
for critical equipment was implemented at the
Armenian site shortly after imposition of the
enhanced criteria, which specified that reactors,
pumps, steam generators, and valves be designed
to resist shaking intensity IX. Soviet scientists
now believe that the plant is located in an area of
expected maximum magnitude of about 7.0 instead
of the M6.5 expected before.

The following additional seismic
strengthening features were observed by the writer
during a visit to the plant after the December 7,
1988 earthquake:

• All electrical cabinets were bolted down and
extensively braced to each other in the
control room Unit 2.

• The suspended ceiling of the Unit 2 control
room was seismically braced.

• The plant manager was planning to
strengthen the steel-frame roof trusses of
the turbine building of Units 1 and 2.

• The office building for the plant, which is
outside the power plant, is a precast
concrete-frame building of the type that
performed poorly in the December 7
earthquake.

• The steel-frame turbine building is a
massive, well designed building that
appears to have a large seismic capacity.

Despite the upgrading program the Armenian
units still lack a complete emergency core cooling
system and a containment, both of which are
mandatory in the United States. U.S. investigators
also noted that the control room for Unit 2 had
windows, a feature that has been eliminated from
critical structures at U.S. nuclear plants to reduce
the risk from tornado and other potential missiles.
Soviet officials acknowledge that to remain
operationally safe, the plant would have to be
retrofitted to resist intensity X, a program they say
would be prohibitively costly.

Because of the plant's proximity to the Araks
valley, the major agricultural area in Armenia, and
to quell the population's fears that a nuclear
accident similar to the Chernobyl disaster may

occur, the Soviet Council of Ministers announced
that Unit 1 would be shut down as early as
February 25, 1989. Shutdown of Unit 2 would
follow on March 18,1989. In a related
announcement made shortly after the Armenia
earthquake, officials stated that construction at six
nuclear plants, three of these in the Caucasus
Mountains regions, would be halted or suspended
for seismic and other safety-related reasons.

During the first half of 1989 Soviet officials
will study the feasibility of converting the
Armenian plant to a natural gas facility. Even if
such a conversion is successful, the process will be
lengthy and will only partly compensate for power
lost by the elimination of the nuclear units.
Additional power will eventually be provided by
two other nuclear facilities: in the Republic of
Russia the Rostov plant, which has not yet been
commissioned to operate, and in the Republic of
Kazakh the Razdan plant, which is currently
undergoing physical upgrade. In the meantime,
strict power rationing and sharing will be
implemented in the Armenia/Georgia/Azerbaijan
region.

CONCLUSIONS
The Armenia earthquake prompts

observations and lessons that are applicable in both
the Soviet Union and the United States.

The earthquake was a major disaster. While
Soviet seismologists had expected such an event,
Soviet society had not prepared for it. The primary
cause of death, injury, and destruction was the total
collapse of modem residential, commercial and
notably industrial engineered structures that were
not designed for the expected earthquake loads.

In terms of damage and death directly caused
by seismic shaking, the United States has not
experienced anything comparable to the Armenian
disaster. However, the combination of
seismologic and engineering conditions that
resulted in this disaster in the Trans-Caucasus exist
in such areas as Puget Sound in Washington; the
region centered on New Madrid between St. Louis,
Missouri and Memphis, Tennessee; the region
around Charleston, South Carolina; and the Salt
Lake City region in Utah. Given the regional
similarities in earthquake potential, building types,
and the absence of earthquake preparedness
programs, the possibility for an earthquake with
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consequences of comparable proportions is
realistic. While such disasters are feared by the
U.S. earthquake engineering community, U.S.
society has not exhibited consistent concern about
the risk.

Steel-frame buildings performed well even
though they were not apparently designed for
higher seismic loads than the nearby precast
structures. That is consistent with observations
from numerous other earthquakes. The Soviet
Union, as well as building owners in the United
States would do well to learn from that experience,
particularly for important industrial structures.

Properly anchored power and industrial
equipment like that in nuclear power plants were
undamaged in areas of the highest intensity
shaking. However, much equipment that appeared
undamaged was not yet tested for function. In the
United States, industrial equipment, particularly
electrical control equipment, is typically
unanchored. Substantial reduction of equipment
losses through proper anchorage is a lesson that
has been repeated without fail in all major
earthquakes affecting industrial facilities.

The structural behavior of electrical cabinets
like those in nuclear power plants was very good
and demonstrates that shake table testing is usually
unnecessary except for operability of components
in critical facilities. Such components, however,
can be tested individually at much lower costs.

Welded piping without seismic design
performed well. This again demonstrates that
major changes to the ASME code for the seismic
design of piping are necessary. Inertial loads
should be made secondary loads and loads caused
by relative support displacement should be
upgraded to primary loads.

Financial loss from long-term business
interruption will probably equal the direct-damage
cost of the earthquake. It is apparent that events
such as the Armenia earthquake affect all sectors of
a society, and businesses that are not properly
protected face complete ruin or major disruption.
Corporations with California facilities are reducing
their risks through risk analyses and selective
strengthening. Corporations with facilities in the
other earthquake-prone regions of the United States
need to follow the example from California.
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